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ABSTRACT

This paper will describe the effort to provide a common telemetry system for the
Control Center Complex (CCC) which will process data from both the space shuttle
and the space station vehicles. It is being developed for the manned spaceflight
program at Johnson Space Center.

Space shuttle uses a traditional Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) telemetry
format and Space Station Freedom utilizes the more recently developed Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards for packet-based telemetry
Although the two telemetry streams are very different in structure, a front end system
is being developed which will isolate the differences and provide a common data
format to the downstream elements of the control center. Because of this, a CCC
workstation could receive and process data from either space station or space shuttle
or both using a identical set of workstation program tools. The generic telemetry front
end processor, which is called the Consolidated Communications Facility (CCF), will
not only provide a cost effective method of processing space shuttle and space station
data, but also will position the CCC to support anticipated requirements of' future
programs.

The development goals for the CCC are to reduce development and sustaining costs.
In the CCF project, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment is stressed to allow
modular maintenance. In addition, the project has emphasized the development of a
automated features in the telemetry stream selection and processing which reduce the



amount of operator attention needed. The system has been designed to include
robotics in the recording operation and artificial intelligence for detecting faults.

This paper will review the concept development for processing telemetry and outline
the architecture of the front end CCF project. It will discuss the goals and major
influences on the design, and provide a status on the development. Ability of the
current COTS marketplace to meet the goals will be discussed. In summation, this
paper will describe generic telemetry processing in the context of the CCC being built
at Johnson Space Center.

INTRODUCTION

In preparation for ground support of the upcoming space station, the development
organization of the Mission Operations Directorate (MOD) at Johnson Space Center
(JSC) began development of a Space Station Control Center (SSCC). A building
adjacent to the Space Shuttle Mission Control Center (MCC) was in construction and
requirements had been written. At the same time, development efforts in the MCC
refocused on replacement of the oldest and least reliable equipment, beginning with
the front end which included telemetry communications computers, recording
equipment and a large data switch. A study team was established to determine if there
was merit in a joint development effort of a common design. It was hoped that such an
effort would reduce both development and recurring costs.

COMMON FRONT END CONCEPT

The study began by defining a model of the telemetry processing functions. The
functions were then reorganized into layers as shown in Figure 1 .

Layer 1 terminates the ground-to-ground
protocol and interfaces with the external world.
The Goddard Space Flight Center NASA
communications network protocol (NASCOM)
is handled in this layer, thereby isolating the
remainder of the control center from any
changes in the ground network.

Layer 2 provides the spacecraft source specific
processing for the front end. This layer does the
specific format manipulation based on 



variations in spacecraft communications. It, in turn, isolates any changes in spacecraft
telemetry from any other areas of the control center.

The final layer, layer 3, formats and distributes the data to the remainder of the control
center. Ideally, the format is identical despite the spacecraft. This allows applications
to use and understand the data despite its source and isolates such applications from
changes to the spacecraft or NASA ground network.

Each processing layer removes data formatting variation such that the entire front end
produces a set of data which is identical despite its source. This model provided an
excellent framework against which to map the requirements of the shuttle and station
programs.

The study team evaluated the requirements and determined that the functions required
were similar enough to validate a single project. The team did an initial survey of the
marketplace. A strawman architecture in which the front-end processor was a VME-
based machine was proposed. The team felt a single type of machine could be used for
both space shuttle and space station applications despite the differences in the type of
telemetry between the two programs. It was also determined that a single front-end
facility could be shared between the SSCC and the MCC to produce substantial
savings. This project was designated the Consolidated Communications Facility
(CCF). Further studies have resulted in the development of the Control Center
Complex (CCC), which is a combination of the entire SSCC and MCC.

CONSOLIDATED COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY DESIGN

Since that time, the requirements for the consolidated system have been written and
the project has been divided into 6 subsystems. These are: the Consolidated
Communications Interface Subsystem (CCIS), the Consolidated Data Recording
Subsystem (CDRS), the Front End Processor Subsystem (FEPS), the Consolidated
Distribution Subsystem (CDS), the Test and Checkout Subsystem (TCS), and the
Digital Voice Interface Subsystem (DVIS). A system diagram mapping the
subsystems to the three layers is shown in Figure 2.

The CCIS consists of high-rate and low rate switching, accepting multiple data lines
from external sites and routing data to external sites. The low-rate data switch handles
the largest number of connections--it is currently specified as a 650x560 port switch.
The switch is a three-stage crosspoint design which is expandable to 4096 ports. The
switch is scheduled for installation in November of this year.



Figure 2. CCFsystem archicture

The planned CDRS technology is borrowed from the television industry which keeps
commercials on cassettes. A robot queues the tapes automatically and plays them as
scripted. The CDRS is envisioned as two sets of robotically operated tape silos. Since
these recorders do not operate efficiently at low data rates, the data will be buffered
and sent to the recorders in bursts. As it is expected that the recorder technology will
continue to improve and drop in price in the next few years, the purchase of the
recorders is slated for the end of the project.

The FEPS contain the bulk of the processing in the CCF. The current design of the
MCC contains several specialized hardware devices designed in the sixties and
seventies. Over the years, other systems based on more modern COTS have partially
replaced the front end capabilities, but never were able to completely do so. The result
is that the MCC now has hardware supporting four different design approaches to the
telemetry processing. The CCF is trying to incorporate the lessons learned from these



projects and from the telemetry model. All of the uplink and downlink layer 2
processing will reside in the FEPS. This isolation of the layer 2 means that the CCF
can adapt to the to a change in the space station downlink by impacting only this area.

Recently, the FEPS contract was awarded to IBM bidding jointly with Loral
Instrumentation. Each telemetry processing FEP will consist of a Loral System 500
Model 550 in conjunction with an IBM RISC 6000. All of the spacecraft-unique data
handling will be contained in the Loral Instrumentation machine. The same IBM
hardware platform will be used for other functions which must be performed in the
CCF. These include the functions of the TCS and CDS.

The TCS will provide the ability to create and run test data streams through the system
and to score the output to assure proper processing. The TCS will be run for
development testing as well as run routinely to validate that the hardware and software
is ready for mission support.

The CDS provides distribution of the data to the computation and display systems
throughout the CCC, including the older IBM mainframes and the local area network
(LAN) to newer UNIX workstations. The CDS consists of a packet-based switch and
assorted interfaces. One interface provides CCF element management consisting of
configuration management, status and control of the subsystems. Other interfaces are
to emulate current interfaces thereby minimizing the changes required to the older
MCC machines to reduce risk. Interfaces which are not standard LAN products are
hosted on FEP platforms .

A hardware diagram of the CCF illustrating the current status of the development is
shown in Figure 3.

COST SAVINGS

The goal of the CCF has been to reduce development and sustaining costs. The study
determined that NASA could save approximately $15M of the estimated development
costs and reduce the maintenance and sustaining costs for the front end by $2.4M per
year. The remainder of this paper will discuss some of the ideas and designs that are
helping to achieve this goal.



Figure 3. The current CCF hardware configuration.

CONSOLIDATION OF EFFORT

The CCF is being developed as a single facility. This allows the procurement, design,
and development to proceed as one process, instead of two. Additionally, several
application code modules can be common for space station and space shuttle
telemetry. While this is true whether or not the facility is shared, it becomes far more
manageable to do so within a single development effort.

Once the development is complete, a single facility has lower maintenance costs.
Operators, when required, can service collocated machines far more easily than and
duplicate staff can be eliminated. By using the same hardware platforms, a single set
of logistics spares can be used and maintenance and operations personnel training can
be reduced. Sustaining costs for one operating system and a single set of code is less.

Additionally, because the data output from the front end has a compatible format and
is output through a common data distribution system, computers receiving the data can
have access to data from either space station or space shuttle or both. This means that
applications, such as data display, downstream of the CCF may be generic in nature



and additional resource sharing can be done. This also facilitates support for future
programs by creating an environment in which only the front end must match the
vehicle. Downstream support resources can be shared.

USE OF COMMERCIAL-OFF-THE SHELF (COTS) EQUIPMENT

As far as is possible, the CCF project has been designed to use COTS equipment.
While this means that some tradeoffs were needed between the desires of the user
community and the availability of commercial products, no critical requirements were
sacrificed. The use of COT S reduces the initial development costs and provides an
evolutionary path for future expansion or upgrades. It also allows the design to be
more easily replicated at other NASA centers. Currently, Marshall Space Flight
Center is planning to use the same Front End Processors as JSC for space station
payload operations.

Some of the requirements for Space Station Freedom are beyond the capabilities of
the current COTS marketplace. This is mainly in the area of 50 MB processing for
telemetry.

However, 35 MB has been achieved and this development is clearly on the horizon.
Loral Instrumentation and IBM believe that they can attain the required rate by next
year.

AUTOMATED FEATURES

A concerted effort has been placed on including automated features in the CCF
whenever it is cost effective. All machines in the CCF will produce status and accept
commands both at a local terminal and through a remote interface. The CCF Element
Manager (CEM), provides a consolidated status and control mechanism for all front
end elements.

This means that no local computer operators are required in the front end in normal
day-to-day operations .

The recorders are managed by robots which routinely handle selection to a new tape
when the current one is full. The tape recorders will encode the tape with the time and
data source, and maintain a database of all tapes currently in its silo. The silos will be
sized to hold seven days of shuttle orbiter and space station data. Remote commanding
of playback requests will allow a single person to operate the recorder subsystem for
all data streams for both space station and space shuttle.



Several features have been included in the FEP's to reduce the amount of intervention
required to process the data streams. Currently, the data controller must routinely
switch the data source from one to another as the orbiter circumnavigates the globe.
The new FEP's will have the ability to simultaneously receive up to five data inputs. A
source selection algorithm will be used to choose an incoming data stream, determine
when data has stopped flowing or its quality is no longer acceptable, and move to
another active stream. Similarly, when the data is inverted or encryption has changed,
the system will automatically change the switch to reroute the data appropriately. All
such actions will be reported to CEM for display to the data controller.

A pilot artificial intelligence program has been initiated to determine the problem
source in the case of data flow failure. This program will interface with the test
programs of the TCS. When requested, the AI program will scrutinize a data path
through the front end. At each piece of equipment, the appropriate test program is
invoked and the resulting data is scored. Based on the problem found, additional tests
may be run to further isolate the problem. Eventually it is hoped that the program will
be expanded to provide diagnostic and recovery information to the maintenance
personnel.

CONCLUSION

The CCF has developed a layered concept that provides foundation to isolate external
changes from much of the CCC. This concept and functionality can be applied to
processing of both the space station and space shuttle data streams. A joint facility
will save significant development and sustaining costs. Additionally, there is savings
to be realized in the CCF by incorporating COTS and automation. The project is
currently in development and those avenues for savings are being aggressively
pursued.


